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Melanie Smith's regime of unruly things 

If you pursue further the skewed bits of the petty-bourgeois stage of dreams 
and desires, then ... perhaps we will meet each other at a point which I have 
been gauging with all my energy for a year without being able to hit it in 
the center: the picture postcard. 

Walter Benjamin, 19261 

It's a black-and-white postcard, 

although the coloration is in fact 

more brown than black. Identi

fied by a caption as La Faucille, 

the photograph shows a series of 

receding mountain-tops in the 

French Alps - the furthest silhou

ettes misty grey, a darker shape to 

the right, with a more well-lit and 

detailed stretch of scenery filling 

out the foreground . A human fig

ure has been captured striding 

with purpose off to the left, away 

from a bench and what appears 

to be a truncated concrete cone. 

These oddly angled objects are 

starkly cut out against the back

ground, almost as if they've been set afloat within the space; and then there's an acci

dental photographic effect which makes the ground beneath the man's feet seem 

spongy and materially suspect . These are unsettling features within what is otherwise 

a conventional postcard view dating back to the first decades of the 20th centur y. 

This is one of several vintage postcards that appeared in Melanie Smith's exhibition 

at the Villa Merkel, displayed in vitrines amongst motley objects and images. Many 

of these postcards have something in common with the La Faucille image, besides 

the immediately recognizable 3.5 x 5.5 inch cardboard format: a noteworthy view has 

been framed for us; a strategically-placed object - for example, the bench in this par

ticular image, the small ladder leaning up against Umbrella Rock in Tennessee, or the 

1 Walter Benjamin, writing to Siegfried Kracaucr makeshift awning providing a bit of shade from the Oaxaca sun in Monte Alban - in-

in 1926, cited in \Vr1ilcr Benjamin's Archive: dicates exactly how a human body would be positioned within that space; and usuall y 

hndges, Texts, Signs, ed. U. Marx et al. there is a building, monument, or marker of boundaries, which serves as a focal point. 

(London and New York, 2007), p. 173. All of these are much-repeated maneuv ~ s throughout the history of these visual ar

tefacts, and it is the artist's conceptual insight that allows us to become attuned to 

Postcard/Posrkarrc La Faucille the repetitions, schematizations, and codified visual language of postcards. And yet 



these postcards are fascinating for other reasons as well, and it is tempting to describe 

the visual disturbances and uncanny moments that recur in Smith's accumulation of 

postcard imagery as surrealistic. The surprising encounter of conceptual and surrealist ... 
sensibilities does indeed feature in Smith's art practice: the film Xilitla pays homage 

both to the astonishing surrealist garden built in a Mexican forest by the transplanted 

Englishman Edward James, and to the landscape initiatives undertaken by the Ame

rican conceptual/land artist Robert Smithson. Another project, Bulto, could be de

scribed as quasi-surrealist, in that an absurdly large flaming-pink package has been 

filmed as it is hoisted through a sequence of urban spaces; here too, though, there is 

a conceptual rigor to the relentless cataloguing of visual evidence. These works are 

part of an art practice that has involved multiple media and visual technologies, while 

quite often a wayward materiality seems to assert itself. The postcards encountered by 

chance by the artist might refer to different locations and epochs, but they get inserted 

into this distinctive aesthetic vocabulary. 

Postcards have occasionally appeared in contemporary art practices, dating back to 

the 1960/70s - not only in the guise of one-of-a-kind postcards made and sent in the 

context of mail art networks, but because of an interest in the conventionality and 

seriality of these mass-produced images. Smith is especially attentive to the visual 

rhetoric enveloping views of landscapes and monuments, and the miscellaneous post

cards she puts on display are unified in the sense that they are a collection - perhaps 

a small collection, but still an idiosyncratic sampling from the extended history of 

postcards, amassed by a discerning individual. It is surely because postcards have been 

deemed low-brow or culturally insignificant that few such collections from the past 

have survived intact; Walter Benjamin's collection was lost, for example, although the 

one amassed by the renowned American photographer Walker Evans eventually found 

its way to New York's Metropolitan Museum of Art, and in this instance scholars have 

sought to understand how this quasi-archive of images might have been a source of in

spiration for this consummate maker of images. Evans was apparently intrigued by the 

authorless, anonymous status of (most) postcards, and greatly admired what he called 

their "lyric documentary" approach. 2 

In Smith's collection, some postcards are labelled on the picture side, identifying pre

Columbian sites in Mexico, the remains of a Roman aqueduct in France, a block house 

in Cuba, or a park in upstate New York, for instance. Others do not have any caption, 

at least not on the picture side, and are much less intelligible: paths or roads lead the 

viewer into the pictorial space, but only with difficulty can we make out some architec

tural fragment or elusive object in the distance. One postcard with the hand-printed 

word "Espinazo" is quite typically enigmatic. One might or might not know that this 

image refers to the Espinazo de! diablo (devil's spine) highway in Durango, Mexico - a 

tioflt 1/ }J!,1r·k Jl,m"' on th e r.rot rho, C11hu 

notoriously twisting and dangerous highway leading through high mountains. But 2 SL'c Jeff Rosenheim, milker Evans mzd the 

that's not really what we see in this black-and-white postcard in any case; all we are l'icture l'ustC1ml (Giittingcn .rnd New rork, 

presented with is a triangle of mountainside dissecting the postcard frame from top- 2009), including Evans' /.ync Dornmcnt,,ry 

left corner to the bottom right, a horizontal sliver of road leading in from the left side, lecture, p. 103. 

and a black hole that punctures the mountain. There's not much in the way of touristic 

accoutrements here: no colour, no flowers, no meandering path - only a composition I'o,1c.rrd/Postbrtc 

that is powerful by virtue of its unadorned geometry, and that black drain-like hole. In A Block House on the Trotcha, Cuba 



such cases it is not clear why the viewer is supposed to undertake a virtual journey into 

this space, what we should be looking for, and more generally, what the raison d'etre 

for this postcard might have been . This state of uncertain anticipation can become a 

pleasure in its own right, though, and indeed the more we scrutinize this collection of 

images, the more it seems that, regardless of the subject-matter or site under consid

eration, Smith has activated something latent in these images, coaxing a certain atmo

sphere into visibility. 

Smith acquired most of these postcards from Mexico City's legendary La Lagunilla 

flea market, a vast and sprawling enterprise situated not far from the city's historic 

center. This context is telling for two main reasons. To begin with, the little caches of 

postcards to be discovered here imply geographic mobility, because of the far-flung 

sites which entered into photographic representation, but also because of the stamps, 

postmarks, addresses and hand-scrawled messages inscribed onto some of these visual 

artefacts . Whether the visibly worn postcards bought by Smith came out of a box of 

treasured family mementos or were retrieved out of the trash, they speak to the real 

and imagined travels that once link ed the inhabitants of Mexico City to the world . 

This site also implies a geo-po litic al orientation: the categories of "American Views," 

"European Views" or "World Series" (which appear on some of Smith's stereoviews) 

might seem to take for granted a Euro -american consumer of images, but then again 

those postcards of Aztec ruins which appeared exotic to European travellers would 

have signified home and nationhood for Mexicans themselves . It is also worth con

sidering how a typical stand at a flea market will display its wares; while some small 

effort might be made to classify the goods, for the most part it is the heterogeneous 

and messy compilation of stuff 

that characterizes the "exhibition 

context" of flea markets, if we can 

call it thus. Smith has not recre

ated the cluttered aspect of such 

events, but the wear-and-tear on 

these little paper products was 

fully evident at the Villa Merkel. 

These images have encountered 

multiple agents and actors, which 

is to say, they have received the 

imprint of everyday life from 

hands, machines, surfaces and 

containers . In the vitrines post• 
cards were in close proximit y to 

other outdated visual artifacts such as stereoviews and square-format snapshots, while 

intermingled amongst these was material evidence of some kind, what can initially be 

described as things and stuff. This meant that postcards would be encountered not 

only in their capacity as images, but as part of material-culture assemblages. The artist 

has remarked that she conceives of these vitrines as a form of cross-referencing or even 

as a kind of "archaeology" for the three major video projects on display: Bulto, Xilitla, 

and the Aztec Stadium. And so, instead of choosing to put on display some rough 

f'ostcard/Postkarte Untitled!Ohne Titel sketches or half-filled notebooks to indicate the series of steps taken as she developed 



these projects, she chose a different mode of evoking her way of thinking and doing re

search. It is this accumulation of images and artifacts that allows the visitor associative 

forays into the realms of urban space, exotic landscape, and modernist architecture. 

The photographic picture postcard entered 

into general circulation and usage around 

1900, and quickly thereafter began what is 

referred to as the "golden age of postcards, " 

when man y millions of these new visual arte

facts were bought and sent; this postcard 

craze lasted until the outbreak of the First 

World War. One aspect of this history which 

is often forgotten is that the po stcard was not 

initially anchored to tourism, as the imager y 

on early postcards was just as likely to fea

ture a newsworth y event or curio of local in

teres t, while fri ends living in th e same city or 

neighbouring towns might send each other 

an unusual postcard a day, just for the fun of 

it, with not much more than an endearment 

scrawled somewhere. The first picture post-

cards were sent by people who discovered the pleasure of communicating with (dis -

posable) pictures. If twentieth-century life came to be interpenetrated by the products 

of a commodified image- wo rld, it could be said that postcard s allowed people to inter

vene in the flow of images around them. This is an essential characteristic of modern 

visual culture - that images seem to be constantl y flickering and moving . 

When Rob ert Smithson, writing in 1971, described the dilapidated built environment 

of Passaic, New Jersey as a "self-destroying postcard world," 3 he could count on 

readers understanding that the postcard had become the very symptom of an immo

bile, lifeless kind of visual culture. And of course it's easy to summon up a mental 

picture of a cliched postcard view - with a building or monument matt er-of -fac tly 

frame d in the middle distance, adorned with a fringe of flowers, crowned by a shiny 

blue sky, and perhaps accompanied by some pas sive, flaccid-looking spectators - pro

viding a model for the undemanding subject -position that we, as secondar y viewers, 

will presumabl y occupy. In one sense, the hi sto ry of postcard s seems to lead inexo

rably to thi s end-point, which is arguably one of the lowest points in the history of image

rnaking in the Western tradition. The postcard-image is inert/deadened when it merely 

serves as a placeholder for experience, corresponding neither to collective aspirations 

nor to individual perception . And yet there's another way of looking at this history, 

by recognizing that the road leading to this nadir of conventionality and predictability 

was actually full of pictorial twists and turns and spatial weirdness. Smith's selection 

40 41 

of postcard views and spaces presents us with some of these episodes, and in so 3 Robert Srnitl1son, "A Tour of the Monuments 

doing edges closer to Robert Smithson's description of a built environment mad e up of of Passaic, New Jcrscv" (1967), in id., 

almost-monuments, "monumental vacancies" and a whole range of materiall y-ind ete r- The Collecrccl l'i'ritmgs (Berkeley, 19%), p. 72. 

minate between states. What he elsewhere called a "dialectical landscape" (that which 

was implicitly opposed to that "self-destroying postcard world") was a space that was Posrc,ml/Postbnc The second Tower 



42 43 not static or frozen in time, that called attention to its own material complexity, that 

moved in and out of different visual regimes. 4 What we become witness to in Smith's 

collection, is that one image inevitably fractures and multiplies, that the objects in 

question (rock or monument or landscape) exist within a visually unstable field. 

The imaginative power residing in postcards was recognized by Walter Benjamin . 

Benjamin supposedly carried his postcard collection with him as he was forced into 

exile within Europe during the 1930s, and while this collection undoubtedly had 

personal meaning for him, one of his unrealized projects concerned, more broadly, 

what he referred to as the "aesthetics of the picture postcard." 5 Only a few tantalizing 

references to this interest/project can be found in his letters and notes, but it is not 

unreasonable to suppose that he regarded postcards as some of those discarded frag

ments of modernity, which could be recuperated and enflamed with meaning under the 

right circumstances. Benjamin's suggestion (quoted at the beginning of this essay) that 

"petty-bourgeois ... dreams and desires" might be embedded in ordinary postcards 

makes sense because the postcard was a cheap, mass-produced item that made image

accumulation, image-transactions, and image-play widely available. Throughout the 

process of handling and exchanging these collections of images, the bourgeois surfaces 

of everyday life might begin to unravel, as small uncanny details triggered supplemen

tary meanings or managed to tug at some repressed desire. And of course Benjamin's 

insights about postcards do resonate with surrealist ideas about the latent meanings to 

be discovered within randomly-encountered pictures, texts, city streets or manufac

tured objects. When writing more directly about what surrealist artists could accom

plish with ordinary, everyday things, he remarked: "they bring the immense forces of 

'atmosphere' concealed in these things to the point of explosion." 6 

Through her unique re-mix of conceptual and surrealist legacies, Melanie Smith has 

developed a compelling way of addressing monuments, as well as less identifiable 

things and a spectrum of materialities. The miniaturized scenarios made available 

through her collection of vintage picture postcards thus echo other component-parts 

of her art practice . The sculptural elements included in the Villa Merkel vitrines, for in

stance, often looked as if they might be broken-off pieces of some larger artefact, even 

if there was no way of tracing the individual fragment back to its origins. Some objects 

4 Sec Robert Smithson, "Frederick L.1w were crafted out of a pinkish resin, and while these had assertive shapes, they remained 

Olmsted and rbc Dialectical Landscape", in id., mysterious because their materiality was not easy to grasp. Considered on their own 

The Collected \lilritings, Joe. cit., p. J 57. terms, these constructions could be likened to the "unmonumental" school of sculp-

5 \'v'.1/tcr /Jenjamm's Archive: Images, ture - identified in an exhibition of that name at the New Museum a few years ago as 

Texts, Signs, loc. cit., p. I 73. works that responded to "the present age of crumbling symbols and broken icons." 7 In 

6 Walter Benjamin, "Surrealism" (1929), in Smith's work, there is certainly a sense that the traditional monument has lost its hold 

id., Selected Writings Vol. 2, Part 1, I 927-30, on public life, and that it's no longer a straightforward matter to collectively identify 

ed. M . Jennings ct al. (Boston, 1999), p. 210. and respond to historically-significant markers in our midst. And yet the rhetoric of 

7 Unmonumcntal: The Oh;rc1 in the 2lsi monumentality has remained an active principle in her artworks, while again and again 

Century was an exhibition held at the New the material qualities of such almost-monuments seem to get reactivated. 

Museum of Contemporary An, New York, in 

2007-2008. See bttp://archivc.ncwmuscurn.org/ The work that most powerfully speaks to these concerns is Bulto, which must be 

index.php/Dctail/Occurrence/Shmv/ thought of as a sculpture, a performance, and a moving-image work. In material terms 

occurrcncc_id/9 I 8 "Bulto" is an enormous vividly-coloured package, tied with rope, whose only iden-



my 1s indeed as a bundled-up thing. 

This thing does not seem to belong in 

one particular place, since it is always 

on the move, being driven, dragged, and 

pushed through the city of Lima - into 

banks, government offices, museums, 

restaurants, homes, and vehicules. Various 

individuals or small groups of people 

seem to accept responsibility for 'helping' 

"Bulto" along its way: this is the perfor

mative part of the work, which is often 

quite comical. And then, the dispas

sionately-shot film results in a series of 

urban vignettes, while stills taken from 

the film could be considered quasi-post

card views, since even if Bulto is never 

quite hoisted onto a pedestal, it seems to 

claim public space, and the chaos of urban life momentarily coalesces around this 

its enigmatic presence. Whatever "Bulto" means, whatever its fundamental identi 

ty might be, can only be surmised according to its bulkiness, its excess materiality, 

and its apparent vitality and agency. This coincides with Jane Bennett's discussion 

of material states that somehow exceed the matter-of-fact object world, "a vibrant 

materialit y that runs alongside and inside humans." 8 The oversize package that wan

ders through the city in Bulto is finally not that remote from the barely-intelligible 

monuments populating Smith's collection of postcards; we are drawn into a picture, 

but it is a materialized world that casts its spell. 

8 Jane Bennett, Vibrant Matter: A f'olitical 

Ecology o.f Thmg, (Durham, 2010), p. viii . 
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Postkarre/ f'ostrnrd Venere di Cirene 
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